
In today’s world, there is a specific order you must follow when establishing your
practice’s brand and marketing strategy.

Order is Critical
Steve ate the fish. The fish ate Steve.

Same words. Wrong order. Very different results.
With your practice, there is a very logical order to marketing.

The following pages outline a modern marketing plan for your practice.
Each topic is discussed in detail.
If you would like further explanation on any particular topic please email:
Lisa@ClearToLaunchDental.com.
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STEP 1. Get Above The Line Of Credibility
First impressions are everything. To be viewed as a professional and credible practice,
your online reputation must be taken seriously. Make sure the way you look online
represents the quality of your practice in the real world.

The action items In Step 1 include the following:
Establish Your Brand

Own High Quality Content

Claim Google My Business Correctly

Generate 100+ Reviews

Set up Social Media Profiles

Update / Build Website
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Establish Your Brand
Your practice’s brand is your identity, your reputation, and how you are perceived in
the marketplace. This is how people think and feel about your practice. You want
patients to use these words and phrases when describing your practice:

- Professional, high standard of care, knowledgeable
- Clean, well kept, aesthetically pleasing
- Modern, cutting-edge, up-to-date
- Fun, pleasant, enjoyable, helpful
- High-end, luxurious, exclusive

Over time, your brand image is developed through marketing with a consistent
theme and then confirmed through the patient's direct experience in your practice.
Your brand image needs to be considered in all advertising, all patient interactions,
appearance of staff, print materials, online (social media, business listings, etc.)
signage, and company culture.

One of the most important documents / assets a practice has is their Brand
Standards Package & Guidelines. This package usually includes:

Brand Overview
Brand Messaging and Language
Core Values
Brand Story

Logo Guidelines
Logo Variations
Color Variations
Acceptable / Unacceptable Logo Treatment

Visual Guidelines
Brand colors
Typography
Element application
Wordmarks & Variations
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Own High Quality Content
Once your brand is established your practice will support that brand with images,
photos, videos, text copy, and more.

The images and messages your brand communicates to the world are vital to your
business success. Your content needs to be tailored toward your specific goals.
Content with impactful visuals and clear messaging are essential to showcasing your
services.

In the beginning, it is best to generate a base library of content. This will allow you to
quickly update all of your profiles across the internet or any place a potential patient
might find you.

Photos
You
Staff
Office
Equipment

Videos
Introduction about you
About the practice
About the staff

Copy
“About Us”  (this will go on most profiles)
Accurate / up-to-date business information

Graphics
Consistent Iconography
Infographics about services
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Claim Google My Business Correctly
This is the first checkpoint for the majority of new potential patients. It is critical to
ensure this profile is set up correctly and monitored constantly. Below are the steps
to complete this process.

● Request verification postcard or phone call
● Update listing name
● Update listing categories
● Verify business address and marker location
● Update service area
● Update hours of operation
● Add special hours & holiday hours
● Update phone number
● Update website address
● Add attributes
● Add practice description
● Add opening date
● Add new photos and graphics
● Delete all photos and graphics of past
● Add relevant managers to page
● Add an update post or offer post
● View listing on maps, verify accuracy
● View listing on search, verify accuracy
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Generate 100+ Reviews
The images below illustrate why this step is so important. 99/100 new patients will
choose the practice with the highest quality and quantity of reviews.

When a new patient searches on Google for “Austin Dentist”, these are the results.
Which practice would you choose?

Most dental office softwares have a review function that will automatically text or
email patients and ask them to leave a review after their visit. If your software does
not have this capability, you can purchase this software for a few hundred dollars. Do
a Google search for “patient review software” to explore some options.
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Set up Social Media Profiles
Much like setting up Google My Business correctly, setting up social media profiles is
vital to your practice’s first impression; even if you do not advertise, engage, or post
on social media. You need to establish and maintain up-to-date information on social
media sites. Below are the steps to complete this process.

● Claim social media profile
● Update practice name
● Update business categories
● Verify business address and marker location
● Update service area
● Update hours of operation
● Add special hours & holiday hours
● Update phone number
● Update website address
● Add practice description
● Add opening date
● Add/update new photos and graphics
● Delete all old photos and graphics
● Add relevant managers to page
● View listing on maps, verify accuracy
● View listing on search, verify accuracy
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Update / Build Website
First impressions are everything and today your first impression is your website. A
modern website provides a professional representation of your practice. All word of
mouth, your referrals, and your marketing will lead people to your website. Your
website is a valuable asset to your practice.

A great website has many components. Today, many websites are built by designers.
These websites are visually appealing but are missing many of the major elements
that translate to a website that successfully converts visitors into actual patients.  The
back end / technical components of the website are what allow your practice to
show up in search results.

Your website team should include the following:

• Graphic Designer
• Web Designer
• Web Developer / Architect
• Content Creator
• Copywriter
• SEO Expert (Certified)
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A website built correctly typically follows this timeline.
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STEP 2. Market In A Modern Way
Understanding your marketing analytics is the key to knowing where your practice is
now and where it is going. Vast amounts of information are only valuable if you can
understand what they mean to your practice. All great dental practices understand
their numbers and use them to their advantage.

The best practice marketing focuses on agility and adaptability. In the past,
marketing results would provide semi - accurate data at best, and would take
months to execute. In 2021, the feedback is instantaneous and factual. This level of
information allows your practice to pivot away from what is not working and focus
more on what is working.

The items In Step 2 include the following:
Google AdWords(PPC)

Paid Social Media

Ongoing SEO

Email Marketing
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Google AdWords (PPC)
When people search for anything related to “dental” it is crucial that your practice is
one of the first options they see on their phone or computer. Google AdWords
ensures your practice is at the top of the list when people search online. By
leveraging Google AdWords and analytics reporting, you can optimize every penny
you spend when patients are searching for your services. You only pay when the
patient clicks on your Ad and visits your website. Patients will be directed to the
optimized landing pages on your website.

Below is a high level overview of how Google AdWords works. It is a live auction for
your ideal patient. This type of patient is highly engaged. They are in need of your
services.

Secondary benefits that Google AdWords provides:

- The exact language potential patients use
- The most searched terms patients use
- Most cost effective keywords
- The most valuable keywords
- Hidden opportunities
- Maximum efficiency
- Invaluable data about the marketplace
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Paid Social Media

Go fishing where the fish are: The Social Media Pond

Social media modernizes and personalizes how patients interact with your practice.
Custom campaigns can be built using advanced patient identification and customer
acquisition tactics that get you in front of the right people, at the right time. You can
highlight your practice and convey your message in a way that resonates in today’s
marketplace. Social media is the most effective digital tactic for patient engagement
and retention. Through it’s capacity to reach highly targeted audiences, you can
increase brand recognition and drive growth.

The average American spends 144-minutes on social media EVERYDAY. This number
has been growing every year for the last 15 years and is not slowing down anytime
soon. Social Media is the new TV, Radio, and Postcard.
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ONGOING SEO

Easy to find = Easy to do business with
Hard to find = Hard to do business with

Search Engine Optimization(SEO) is one of the most complex topics in marketing
today. As a dental professional you should only be concerned with one goal for SEO =
Rank high(top) in search engines.

Google’s #1 goal is to direct people to the best possible website when they are
searching. Once you understand Google’s rules, you can do more of what Google
likes, and they will reward you with a higher website ranking. Unless you are
extensively trained as an SEO expert, we recommend you outsource this to a
professional.
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EMAIL MARKETING
Engaging with current and past patients is easier and more cost effective than
acquiring new patients. The easiest sale you will make is with a patient who has
purchased from you before.

Email marketing is one of the most cost effective ways to generate revenue. You
want to make sure you are providing value to your patients so you do not get put in
their spam folders.  You do this by mixing up your messages and emailing them 1 to
2x per month at the most.

Ways to provide value with email:

- Current patient cosmetic offers (Whitening, Invisalign, etc.)
- Giveaways (Sporting event tickets, Restaurant GCs)
- Behind the scenes / staff highlights (Videos, office events, day in the life)
- Highlight giving back efforts (Feature charity, highlight events, etc.)

Example of a current patient email
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STEP 3. Become a 1% Practice
Once you have completed Steps 1 & 2 your practice will be greatly outperforming
traditional practices. You are no longer on the same playing field as the others. You
get to pick and choose the best patients, referrals are amplified, and the practice is
always growing.

The items In Step 3 include the following:
Event Marketing

Influencer Marketing

Original Content Marketing

Public Relations

Local Celebrity
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Event Marketing
Event marketing achieves results on almost every level of growth for your practice. It
engages current patients, past patients, new patients, the community, local
organizations, charities, and much more. As a well established brand, you can now
focus on creating well established events that will keep your schedule full with the
best patients.

Examples of Event Marketing
Wine and Cheese Night
Golf Tournaments
Bowling Night
Trivia Night
Picnics
Sporting Events (you can usually get bulk tickets for $10/per)
Concerts
Softball Tournament
5k Fundraiser
Guest Speaker (someone valuable to your patients)
Local Niche Activity

One of the largest benefits of Event Marketing is that your patients will be talking
about the event before, during, and after the actual event. They will share the event
on social media and with their personal network.
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Influencer Marketing
Having the right influencer as one of your dental patients is a great way to attract the
very best patients. Usually the dentist will provide this influencer with free dental
services. In return, you borrow the patient’s social currency. A common example is
athletes. When you provide free services for one high profile athlete, the rest of the
team will make your practice the preferred option. This causes a compounding effect
allowing you to leverage more and more social capital.
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Original Content Marketing
Original content marketing begins with photos and short videos. As the number of
followers and subscribers grow, the original content transforms into a form of
entertainment / reality tv. This can include dentists on instagram with large
followings like @DrBillDorfman. This can also include reality TV shows like  “Botched”
and “Inked”.
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Public Relations
Declaring you are the best dentist is one thing, but having a news source make that
claim brings an entire different level of credibility to your practice. To cultivate PR the
practice needs to create compelling content and easy to access media kits for the
press. News outlets are always looking for quality content to publish. Your job is to
make it easy for them.
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Local ‘Celebrity Dentist’
This is the natural result of doing everything in step 3: event marketing, influencer
marketing, original content marketing, and public relations. It is not everyone's goal
to become a celebrity dentist, but when you are, you get to pick the very best,
highest paying patients. ‘Celebrity dentists’ enjoy a financial freedom and time
freedom that most dental professionals will never experience. Enjoy the ride.

Final Thoughts
You have spent years of your life and hundreds of thousands of dollars becoming a
dental professional. You have mastered your craft. People use your services because
in dentistry the Do-It-Yourself-Dentistry method is not recommended. Could you
imagine a patient attempting to fill their own cavities or extracting a tooth? When
we see a dentist attempting to do their own marketing, we feel the same way. In
both cases, the person usually does more harm than good. We recommend hiring
professionals and staying focused on what you do best.

If you would like further explanation on any particular topic or if you would like to
take all of these marketing tasks off your plate, please email:
Lisa@ClearToLaunchDental.com.
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